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ABSTRACT:
A series of seminal theoretical papers argues that poaching of employees may hamper
company-sponsored general training like apprenticeship training in Germany. Empirically
however, the existence, extent and consequences of poaching still remain an open question.
We provide a novel empirical strategy to identify poaching and investigate its causes and
consequences. We find that only a few apprenticeship training firms in Germany are poaching
victims or raiders. Poaching victim firms are more likely to be in a temporary downturn and
raiding firms are more likely to increase their workforce. Poaching victims hardly change
their training strategy after poaching. Thus, poaching is a transitory event and not a general
threat to apprenticeship training. This is an important result for countries that intend to
introduce apprenticeship type of training and need to convince firms to participate in their
endeavour.
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Introduction
Employer investments in transferable skills such as apprenticeship training are widely
viewed by economists as a risky strategy because outside firms can poach trained employees
and the training firm loses its training investment.1 The raiding firm can meet its skill
demand without paying for training. Consequently, poaching and the threat of poaching can
lead to lower-than-efficient training investments by firms (Stevens 1996; Acemoglu and
Pischke 1999a, 1999b; Leuven 2005).
Despite the poaching risk, employers offer apprenticeship training in Germany. The German
labour market is considered a prime example of occupational type labour markets in which
apprenticeships underpin a high standardisation of transferable skills (Marsden and Ryan
1990; Marsden 1990; Gospel 1998; Lewis et al. 2008). Apprenticeship certificates issued by
credible external institutions reveal the value of transferable skills to outside employers and
facilitate firm switches (Soskice 1994; Busemeyer 2009). However, apprenticeships,
particularly in manufacturing, also entail net training investments by companies (Carlin and
Soskice 2009; Mohrenweiser and Zwick 2009; Schönfeld et al. 2010; Wenzelmann 2012).
The theoretical literature solves this economic puzzle of training despite the poaching risk by
distinguishing two mechanisms that might prevent poaching or reduce its threat. First,
training investments are possible if the post-training monopsony power of training firms
generates wage compression (Soskice 1993; Acemoglu and Pischke 1999; Booth and Zoega
2004; Leuven 2005; Wolter and Ryan 2011). Second, employer coordination can solve the
issue of commitment to training and reduce free-riding through circulation of information,
deliberation, monitoring, and sanctioning (Soskice 1994; Culpepper 1999; Busemeyer 2009).
Despite these institutional and labour market particularities, the existence, extent,
determinants and consequences of poaching remain open empirical questions.
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The main reason for lack of evidence about poaching is the difficulty to empirically identify
poached trainees. The identification requires that the training firm wants to retain the training
participant and that an outside firm is willing to pay a higher salary than the training firm.
We introduce a novel approach to solve these empirical challenges. We identify poached
training participants by exploiting earnings variance between apprenticeship completers2 in
the German apprenticeship training system. We argue that the training firm wants to retain an
apprenticeship completer if it pays more at the end of the apprenticeship for this person than
for his or her peers (“interest to keep”). The outside firm poaches if a leaving apprenticeship
completer earns more at the new firm than any of the retained apprenticeship completers of
the cohort in the training firm (“earnings mark-up”).
The first condition relies on the assumption that the training firm learns the productivity of
apprentices during apprenticeship in contrast to outside firms. We further assume that firms
are more interested in keeping productive apprentices and that more productive apprentice
get a higher pay than their peers in the same occupation and cohort. The second condition
assumes that the highest earnings the training firm pays for apprenticeship completers is its
maximum willingness to pay to keep apprentices. Both conditions imply that we analyse expost poaching which can reveal the existence of poaching and its consequences.
Our empirical analysis identifies training firms that have been poaching victims and shows
that poaching is more likely to be a transitory rather than a systematic event. Poaching and
raiding firms are relatively large and pay high wages. Smaller firms that pay less are able to
retain the apprenticeship completers they would like to keep. Poaching victims are
nevertheless vulnerable because they experience a temporary employment decline. During a
downsizing period, training firms may not be able to make counter-offers for apprenticeship
completers they want to retain. Workforce reductions indicate for outside firms, that they can
hire high-quality employees relatively cheaply. Thus, raiding firms exploit temporary
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weaknesses of training firms and are willing to pay for well-trained apprenticeship
completers they otherwise would not have been able to attract. Raiding firms, on the
contrary, typically experience a period of strong employment growth and also train their own
apprentices. The analysis of the consequences of poaching supports the argument that
poaching is transitory. Poaching victims neither adjust the proportion of training places nor
earnings for apprenticeship completers in their first jobs as skilled employees.
We conclude that the poaching risk is low and poaching is mainly a transitory event without
severe long-term consequences for apprenticeship training firms. Hence, poaching does not
undermine the apprenticeship training system. Poaching has only a minor influence on the
expected returns to training and firms’ training decisions. Our results further support the
basic assumption in theoretical models that poaching is an equilibrium phenomenon.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: The next section reviews the literature.
The third and fourth section briefly describes the institutional setting of apprenticeship
training in Germany and the data. Afterwards, we present our identification strategy for
poached apprentices and describe firms that are poaching victims in comparison with raiding
firms and firms not affected by poaching. The seventh section analyses firms’ responses to
poaching. The last sections discuss consequences for apprenticeship training and conclude.

Background Discussions
Theoretical background
A long tradition of theoretical papers analyses firms’ incentives to invest in general skills of
employees. The main argument is that labour market imperfections create a wedge between
employees’ post-training productivity and wages, which allows firms to get a return on
training investments3. However, firms can lose a minority of trainees and outside firms can
earn a ‘rent’ on these trainees as long as staying trainees compensate for training investments
(Stevens, 1994; Acemoglu and Pischke, 1999a, 1999b; Booth and Zoega, 2004; Leuven,
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2005). Transitory poaching and company investments in general skills can co-exist in
equilibrium: firms expect that they cannot keep all trainees they would like to keep and that
some training participants might be poached by outside firms. Training firms nevertheless
invest in training because they obtain rents from training as long as the retention probability is
high or the poaching probability remains small. Market imperfections prevent systematic
poaching. For example, Acemoglu and Pischke (1998) have shown that information
asymmetry on the ability of apprentices between potential raider and training firms and the
possibility of counter-offers4 by training firms leads to the risk of a “winners´ curse” for
successful poaching firms that prevent firms from systematic poaching attempts.
The transferability of acquired skills between firms and the visibility of skills for outside
firms determines the probability of an outside offer and, hence, poaching (Lazear, 1986;
Stevens, 1996, 2001). Poaching can in principle be prevented if the future employment of the
trained employee is ex-ante contractible or if reimbursement of training costs is possible
(Benson et al., 2004; Manchester, 2012). In addition, high transferability and visibility of
skills is a typical characteristic of occupational labour markets that are characterised by
standardisation of skills governed by independent and credible institutions. Such labour
markets are only stable if strong intermediate institutions such as trade unions and employer
associations can regulate free market forces. In particular, strong employer coordination can
lead to a non-poaching agreement between competing firms (Marsden and Ryan 1990; Gospel
1998; Culpepper 1999; Busemeyer 2009).
Some theoretical models analyse further mechanisms that prevent systematic poaching:
Training firms can get a reputation for training quality and credibly offer long-term contracts
(Sadowski 1980; Moen and Rosen 2004). Firms may use training investments as a
commitment device to reduce turnover (Backes-Gellner and Tuor 2010). Both approaches
propose mechanisms that lead to a selected, more loyal workforce that might resist external
offers.
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On the contrary, Cahuc et al. (1990) discuss conditions for systematic poaching. They split
firms with training investments into a group that poaches (dominating firms) and a group that
loses some of their trained employees although this incurs a loss (dominated firms). They
show that poaching does not necessarily replace a firm’s own training efforts and that
systematic poaching and training might co-exist.
Related empirical studies
Although theoretical models show the existence of an equilibrium between poaching and
training, empirical evidence is scarce. Mühlemann and Wolter (2011) discuss ex-ante
consequences of the poaching threat and show lower training intensity in dense regional
labour markets for apprenticeship training in Switzerland. Moreover, previous studies have
given indirect evidence that poaching after further training might exist. Booth and Bryan
(2005) show that employees’ earnings mark-ups at subsequent employers exceed earnings
increases at training firms if employees reported company-sponsored training in general skills
during the previous year. Similarly, Loewenstein and Spletzer (1999) and Booth and Katic
(2011) show that employers reward skills acquired during previous employment. Parrotta and
Pozzoli (2012) investigate whether poaching can be profitable for raiding firms. They show
that hiring highly educated employees from rival firms can increase the value added of hiring
firms. Finally, Kampkötter and Sliwka (2014) show that firms typically pay more when they
hire employees from direct competitors.

Institutional Setting
Apprenticeship training in Germany traditionally provides general and vocational education
and training for about two-thirds of the German workforce and is the backbone of mediumskilled vocational training. Apprenticeships last between three and three and a half years.
School-leavers typically apply for apprenticeships in firms and firms are free to decide
whether and how many apprentices they take. Apprentices work and learn 3-4 days a week in
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the training firm and 1-2 days in government funded and controlled vocational schools5.
Apprenticeships are subjected to the Vocational Training Act and occupational specific
training curricula. The Vocational Training Act describes the length of training, necessary
equipment and requirements for training firms. Training firms must fulfil these requirements
to get a permit for apprenticeship training granted by the Chambers of Industry and
Commerce or the Chambers of Craft. The training curricula describe minimum skills for
successful completion in each training occupation. The training curricula are defined and can
be amended by a committee consisting of state, employer and union representatives. At the
end of the training period, apprentices receive graded skill certificates issued by the chambers.
The chambers monitor training quality in each enterprise and administer the final exam on the
practical part of the skills examination. The theoretical part is administered and graded by
vocational schools. Therefore, independent public bodies administer the exams and monitor
the minimum skills acquired during apprenticeship training.
This institutional framework permits a co-ordinated sharing of training costs between the
state, the apprentice and the employer. The state provides vocational schools in which
apprentices learn general skills. Apprentices contribute to firms´ output and thus cover a share
of the training costs. They also accept comparably low pay by international standards,
approximately less than 50% of that of a skilled employee in the same occupation (Marsden
1990; Ryan et al. 2013). The employer accepts the remaining training costs. Despite the low
pay, apprentices engage in apprenticeship training because they can gain a widely
acknowledged training certificate guaranteed by the Vocational Training Act, with
occupation-specific training curricula and state and union involvement in the process.
This institutional framework allows us to identify poaching. First, it offers a consistent and
unambiguous definition of training across firms. Apprenticeship completers in different firms
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who learn the same occupation have comparable and guaranteed minimum skills that are
monitored and examined by institutions independent of the training firm.
Second, compliance with the training regulations means that training is visible to outside
firms. Visibility is guaranteed by the documented and transparent training curricula and
graded final exams documenting theoretical and practical skills. Therefore, an outside firm
knows the skill level of an apprenticeship completer in a given occupation and can assess the
quality of the applicant on the basis of the grades.
Third, skills are not only observable but also transferable. Detailed occupational-specific
training curricula limit firms’ ability to substitute general with firm-specific training6. Fourth,
reimbursement of training costs by apprenticeship completers who leave a firm is not
permitted by law and future employment of apprenticeship completers is non-contractible.
Moreover apprenticeship contracts are distinct from employee contracts and differentiate
apprentices from students. Apprenticeship training contracts legally terminate at the day after
the final exam and an employment contract has to be negotiated at the end of the
apprenticeship even for those who stay at the training firm.
Fifth, apprenticeships are a training investment for the majority of firms, although necessary
investments differ significantly between occupations. Apprenticeships in blue-collar
manufacturing occupations require substantial training investment by firms. Schönfeld et al.
(2010) calculate that investment costs for blue-collar apprentices are on average three times
higher than for white-collar apprentices. White-collar apprentices are more productive during
their apprenticeships and the productivity balances most of their training costs during
apprenticeship training (Mohrenweiser and Zwick 2009). Therefore, poaching is a stronger
threat to firms’ willingness to train in blue-collar than in white-collar occupations and we will
report all results for blue-collar manufacturing apprentices separately. The flexibility to allow
for the provision of cost-neutral apprenticeships for training in some occupations and the
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incentive to provide costly advanced skills in others are distinctive factors of the German
apprenticeship training system (Carlin and Soskice 2009; Mohrenweiser and Zwick 2009).
Sixth, apprenticeship completers who start their first job are a relatively homogeneous group
in terms of age, tenure, and prior education. Hence, initial labour market conditions, a
potentially unknown job history that differs between stayers and movers as well as differences
in selectivity at labour market entry (Kahn 2013), do not apply because apprentices usually
have no prior labour market experience and come directly from school. Apprentices start
training at the same point in time (therefore there are no differences in occupation selectivity
during the business cycle) and their contracts end at the same point in time (therefore there are
no differences in specific labour demand when they start their career as skilled employees).
Seventh, wage setting for apprentices follows specific rules. Apprentices’ wages are usually
set by collective bargaining at the sector level according to § 17 of the Vocational Training
Act (BBiG). In principle, apprentices in each of the 26 economic sectors defined by collective
bargaining should earn the same wage irrespective of their occupation7. According to § 17
BBiG, a firm also has to pay an appropriate wage when not covered by collective bargaining8.
The Chambers monitor whether wages in training contracts are within an accepted range.
However, there is some leeway for individual wage setting even for employers with collective
bargaining: A) enterprises are free to voluntarily pay a wage above the collective bargaining
level; B) collective bargaining agreements might include different earnings level options for
apprentices; C) wage supplements are possible for especially demanding or dangerous jobs or
extra hours.
On the contrary, statutory regulations and collective agreements do not contain specific
restrictions on wage bargaining after apprenticeship completion, allowing for wage
competition in principle. In an international comparison, wage variation in Germany is low
(Busemeyer and Iversen 2012). However, even in the unionised sector, half of the employers
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pay more than the collective wage to selected employees. This increases the wages for these
employees by approximately 10 percent (Dustmann and Schönberg 2009). Moreover, Grund
(2005) compares the wage structure of German and US subsidiaries of a multinational
company. He found wage variation at the employee entry-level and higher levels with
significantly lower variation in Germany than in the US. Pfeifer (2008) confirms wage
variation for entry-level jobs in another German unionised firm. Gerlach and Stephan (2006)
and Fitzenberger et al. (2013) use German representative establishment data and show lower
wage variation in establishments covered by collective bargaining than in uncovered
establishments and Addison et al. (2010) show lower wage variation in establishments with
works councils. Wage variation in Germany appears to have increased in recent years and for
all income levels (Dustmann et al. 2009; Card et al. 2013). These findings accentuate
Soskice’s (1993) argument that industry-determined entry wages with tacit agreements to
restrict wage competition might govern payments for apprenticeship completers to reduce the
poaching threat. Unions, employer associations and works councils might discourage
companies from using wage mark-ups to entice apprenticeship completers even if firms use
wage variation for entry-level jobs.
Eighth, several collective bargaining agreements include retention clauses that require firms
to retain their apprentices for some months after they complete training. This may induce
some training firms to retain more apprenticeship completers than they otherwise would like
to keep and dismiss them after the time period specified in the collective bargaining
agreements, usually half a year9. However, retention goals do not protect training firms from
poaching. Finally, firms do not receive subsidies for retaining apprenticeship completers in
Germany. Training firms are essentially free to hire apprenticeship completers.
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Taken together, apprentices receive widely recognised and visible training certificates at the
end of their training period. Their skills are applicable to jobs in a number of outside firms,
and allow them to bargain freely their entry earnings as skilled workers.

Data and Sample Selection
Data
In addition to a suitable institutional framework, an analysis of poaching requires individual
data that follow apprentices who leave the training firm after training and establishment
information about training and raiding firms. This information can be obtained from the IAB
linked employer-employee data set longitudinal version 2 (LIAB). The LIAB combines
individual employment statistics from Social Security Records with plant-level survey data
from the IAB Establishment Panel. The LIAB longitudinal version 2 includes establishments
with three consecutive entries in the IAB Establishment Panel between 1999 and 2002, and all
employees who have been working at least one day in those establishments between 1997 and
2003. For these employees, the data contains complete employment histories between 1993
and 2006 (Jacobebbinghaus, 2008).
In our sample, most completers do not move between sampled firms but to firms outside the
sample. Thus, we merge the Establishment History Panel (EHP) using the unique
establishment identifier. The EHB entails basic aggregated establishment characteristics such
as employee and earnings structure, size, and sector also for all firms’ apprenticeship
completers move to. We use the LIAB to identify poached individuals and the EHP to
describe establishment characteristics of poaching victim firms and raiding firms.
The LIAB longitudinal data drawn from Social Security Records guarantee a high validity of
earnings and employment information because they are used for pension claims and
unemployment insurance. The data permit a day-based calculation of employment mobility
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between firms, contractual change from apprentice to skilled worker and occupation change
for every individual employed in around 4.500 establishments over seven years. Social
Security Records that cover all apprentices and employees allow earnings based identification
of poached individuals.
Based on exam days and training duration, we distinguish between three and three-and-a-half
year apprenticeships. We use the two-digit occupation code to identify the training occupation
and to calculate the exact number of apprenticeship completers in each establishment,
occupation, and completion year (cohort) cell.
Sample Selection
We restrict the data to spells after 1998 because reporting the exact day of transition from
apprenticeship to work was not mandatory before 1999 (Jacobebbinghaus 2008). Indeed, the
Social Security Records entail only variables that indicate the exact duration of an
apprenticeship but not the successful completion. Hence, we impose two further restrictions to
remove drop-outs and examination repeaters: we use only apprenticeship completers with a
full-time employment spell in their first job after apprenticeship and those with a regular
training duration. A regular training duration begins at the start of a school year (around
September), terminates in the occupation-specific exam week between January and August of
a year, and lasts between 700 and 1500 days.
On the establishment-level, we apply the standard procedure to clean the data from breaks in
the establishment identifier by dropping extreme outliers, i.e. those establishments in the 1st
and 99th percentile in the establishment size growth distribution. We further drop agriculture,
public, and non-profit establishments as well as establishments with missing data. On the
individual-level, we drop apprentices who earn less than 50 per cent or more than 200 per cent
of the occupational mean because earnings misreports may happen in rare numbers or these
employees might be misclassified as apprentices (compare also appendix Table B1).
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To calculate comparable earnings between homogeneous movers and stayers after
apprenticeship (detailed description in next section), we restrict the sample to those
apprenticeship completers who learn in establishment/ occupation/ cohort cells with at least
one second peer. We need this restriction for our poaching conditions. The restriction reduces
the number of individuals by around 20 per cent and the number of firms to one third resulting
in a doubled average establishment size (see Appendix Table B2). Furthermore, some cells
entail only moving apprenticeship completers. These cells are not used because we cannot
calculate counterfactual earnings of stayers10. The apprentices in our sample are more likely
to work in large and high-earnings establishments than those in the raw sample. We take this
sample selection into account when interpreting the data.
Finally, we apply two further conditions to make sure that we are more likely to identify
poaching. First, we double-check that poaching victims and raiding firms are not
establishments of the same company. Since the data entail no company identifier, we analyse
in- and outflows of employees between establishments and drop those establishments where
more than 10 per cent of all establishment flows occur between two establishment
identifiers11. Finally, we drop all establishment/ year observations in the control group if the
establishment was identified as poaching victim in any other year.
The sample selection yields 34,298 individuals in 7480 establishment/ occupation/ cohort year
cells in 5042 establishment/ years from a raw sample of 86,618 individuals in 41,174
establishment/ occupation/ cohort cells in 30,671 establishment/ years (appendix Table B1).
The mobility pattern of apprenticeship completers in the final sample is documented in
appendix Table B3. Around 80 per cent or 27,386 out of 34,298 completers stay in the
training firm and around seven per cent or 2424 completers start working at an outside firm in
the training occupation within ten days.
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Identification of Poaching
Definition of Poaching
To characterize poaching victim firms, we identify apprenticeship completers who are enticed
away even if the training firm wants to keep them. Previous studies have used the term
“poaching” in a variety of slightly different meanings. Our definition is that poaching exists
when the following two conditions hold: First, the training firm wants to retain the most
productive apprenticeship completer but is not successful (“interest to keep”). Instead, the
most productive apprenticeship completer leaves the training firm to work for a raiding firm.
Second, the raiding firm pays the apprenticeship completer higher earnings than he or she
would have received at the training firm (“earnings mark-up”)12.
Before describing both conditions in detail, we outline four consequences of the necessary
assumptions for the interpretation of our results. First, our poaching definition focuses on
apprenticeship completers changing employers against the will of training firms. This means
that we focus solely on the perspective of the training firm because the firm pays for training
investments and can only get a return on investment if apprentices stay. If the training firm
attempts to retain an apprentice but the apprentice nevertheless leaves, this is, in our
definition, an “involuntary quit” from the training firm’s perspective.
Second, our poaching conditions require comparable apprentices. Hence, we analyse
variations within cells, defined as apprentices within an establishment, training occupation,
and cohort. In each cell, we need at least one moving and one staying apprenticeship
completer. This restriction leads to a selection of rather large establishments (see sample
selection above) but it allows us to compare apprentices who learn the same tasks, within the
same training environment, with the same training instructors, with the same wage setting
rules, and the same selection process into apprenticeship.
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Third, we identify poaching by `immediate’ movers who still work in their training
occupation after apprenticeship completion. Staying in the same occupation should reduce the
possibility of varying pay solely based on different tasks and jobs apprenticeship completers
do. Moreover, considering only `immediate’ apprenticeship completers those who worked for
a maximum of 10 days in the firm after apprenticeship completion before moving ensures that
training firms have not had a chance to obtain a return on their training investments. The tenday rule further ensures that the movers and stayers are as homogeneous as possible. If we
also include the movers who switch sometime after finishing apprenticeship training, this
could induce unobservable differences between early movers, stayers and late movers, for
example, with respect to unobservable training occurring after apprenticeship training (Kahn
2013). In addition, a short period between completing an apprenticeship and new employment
is usually interpreted as a sign of having quit rather than being fired (Haltiwanger et al. 2017),
which also underpins that the move is more likely to be involuntary from the training firm’s
perspective. These “immediate” movers make up 7.1 per cent of all apprenticeship completers
in our sample (see Appendix Table B3 for more details). Fourth, we identify poaching
completely on the basis of financial considerations. The decision to stay in the training firm
might, however, been influenced by unobservable (expected) utility considerations.
Individuals may choose to switch firms because of reasons that go beyond pay considerations
such as job satisfaction, career opportunities and life events.13 Poaching firms might offer a
more attractive location, work environments or career prospects in addition to financial
incentives. Moreover, we have no information about outside offers, counter-offers made by
firms and individual search behaviour.
First poaching condition: “interest to keep”
The first poaching condition (“interest to keep”) requires that we can identify apprentices the
training firm wants to keep. We identify the desirability of apprenticeship completers by the
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relative earnings position within the training firm, occupation and cohort cell. We label
movers who earn more than the stayer with the highest earnings in a cell as movers against the
will of the training firm. We relax this strong requirement later in a robustness check. For the
interpretation, the timeline is important: The training firm first pays more to those apprentices
it wants to keep and after apprenticeship completion, the apprentice decides about staying or
leaving.
It is important for our argument that training firms differentiate payment at the end of the
apprenticeship period. We argue that firms pay a higher salary to apprentices they want to
keep and for whom a risk of leaving has been identified. The higher payment relative to the
peers within a cell reveals higher relative appreciation of a firm to keep an apprentice. We
assume that it is sufficient that a) more-appreciated apprentices earn more than lessappreciated apprentices and b) training firms prefer to retain more-appreciated apprentices.
Moreover, the condition includes the possibility that employers plan from the start to retain
only a certain fraction of apprenticeship completers because they screen during apprenticeship
(Acemoglu and Pischke 1998).
Obviously, we can only identify firms’ interest to keep an apprentice if a firm differentiates
earnings within cells. We find striking earnings variation between homogeneous apprentices
in the same cell at the end of apprenticeship training. The standard deviation of apprentices’
earnings is zero for only 15.5 per cent of cells at the end of apprenticeship. Most training
establishments pay apprentices slightly different earnings (compare appendix Table B4), even
if apprentices have similar characteristics such as age, schooling qualification or gender. The
average standard deviation of earnings is 1.99 Euros a day within a cell. This difference
accounts for around seven per cent of the daily gross earnings (Table 1).
We interpret earnings differences between apprentices at the end of their apprenticeship
within a cell as relative appreciation or interest to keep an apprentice. This argument is
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supported by the fact that earnings variations within cells are relatively small until the last
months of the apprenticeship but strongly increase when the final exam approaches
(Appendix: Figure A1)14. The stark increase in earnings variation within cells before
completion supports our interpretation that firms use small rewards to nudge apprentices they
want to keep. Firms deliberately vary payments. On the contrary, paying apprentices who are
supposed to leave after apprenticeship completion more than necessary is a waste of money.
We also find this stark wage variation within cells in unionised firms. Unionised firms are
free to voluntarily pay a wage above the collective bargaining level as merit pay and wage
supplements allow for pay variation. However, unions, some works councils and the
management of some training firms may regard explicit performance pay for apprentices as
divisive or as a source of dysfunctional incentives to produce rather than learn during training.
Therefore, we collected information about the external validity of earnings differences in
interviews with several HR managers in training firms. The HR managers confirmed that all
apprentices in the same training year receive the same base salary, usually according to
collective agreements. However, many firms pay bonuses for good performance by
apprentices. For example, many firms send their apprentices abroad for some weeks in the
final training year. Managers state that apprentices who are sent abroad are a positive
selection. Working abroad, therefore, is a reward for good performance that is accompanied
by additional payments according to collective agreements. Additional evidence is provided
by the latest Federal Institute of Vocational Education and Training costs/benefit study, a
survey of the costs and benefit structures of German apprenticeship training firms conducted
every six years (Jansen et al. 2015). This survey indicates that 45 percent of training firms pay
their apprentices a bonus (Appendix Table A4). These extra payments can include
accommodation and travel costs for apprentices working abroad. Moreover, 16 percent of
training firms provide explicit merit payments for apprentices. In addition, Ryan et al. (2013)
present evidence for individual and group-related performance pay for apprentices in 13 out
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of the 18 engineering and retailing firms analysed in Germany. Backes-Gellner and Oswald
(2014) find that several firms pay earnings bonuses for good grades in vocational schools.
Thus, we can conclude that several mechanisms link the earnings of apprentices within an
employer and occupation cell to individual productivity relative to their peers in the same cell.
We find that 39 per cent of immediately moving apprenticeship completers earn more than the
best-paid stayer at the end of the apprenticeship (Table 2). In more detail, 46 per cent of all
immediate movers in blue-collar manufacturing occupations that require high investments by
training firms earn more at the end of the apprenticeship than those who stayed with the
training firm. This share is lower for white-collar occupations (29 per cent).
Second poaching condition “earnings mark-up”
The decision of an apprentice to leave the training firm might be a consequence of individual
preferences and not of a superior offer from an outside firm. Since we aim at identifying
poaching as a deliberate action by outside employers and not luck, we additionally impose the
second condition. Raiding firms are willing to offer an earnings mark-up for moving
apprenticeship completers compared to what he or she would have obtained in the training
firm. This condition implies that the training firm was unable or unwilling to counter the offer
by the raiding firm15.
To calculate earnings mark-ups, we need counterfactual earnings - earnings that a leaving
apprenticeship completer would have received if he or she stayed in the training firm. We
construct the counterfactual earnings as the highest earnings of stayers within the cell. These
earnings are the highest revealed willingness to pay by the training firm for a comparable
apprenticeship completer. We use the highest earnings of all staying apprenticeship
completers within a cell as an indicator of the willingness to pay for the mover. Choosing the
highest earnings of a stayer ensures a strict poaching condition.
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Table 3 shows that 32 per cent of all immediate movers earn more than the best-paid staying
apprenticeship completer in his or her first regular job (our second poaching condition). This
proportion is again higher for immediately moving apprenticeship completers in blue-collar
manufacturing occupations (42 per cent) than those in white-collar occupations (25 per cent).
The second condition alone is also not sufficient to identify poaching. The “earnings markup” condition can be met if the training firm wanted to hire only the most desirable apprentice
(“interest to keep” condition) and another lower-paid apprentice was lucky to receive an offer
from an outside firm that was higher in pay than that of the highest-paid stayer. Therefore, we
combine both conditions to identify poaching on the individual level. Table 4 shows that 15.5
per cent of all immediately moving apprenticeship completers fulfil both poaching
conditions16. Again, poaching is more frequent in more cost-intensive blue-collar
manufacturing occupations (21 per cent) than in white-collar occupations (11 per cent). This
implies that poaching can indeed be observed for apprentices in training occupations with
investments in general skills.

Characteristics of Poaching Victim Firms
Classification of firms and the extent of poaching
We turn to the establishment level now. Each establishment/ year observation can consist of
several cells because an establishment can train apprentices in more than one occupation. We
classify an establishment/ year observation as poaching victim if at least one apprenticeship
completer within one of the establishment/ year cells fulfils both poaching conditions.
Accordingly, we classify an establishment/ year observation as raider if it hires at least one
poached apprenticeship completer. We classify the remaining establishment/ year
observations as control group if they train at least two apprenticeship completers within a cell
and keep at least one of both, i.e. if they potentially could be classified as poaching victim.
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In principle, one establishment can comprise several cells that have been classified
differently. However, we do not find any poaching victim that is also a raiding firm in any
other cell or year within the linked employer-employee dataset we use to identify poached
individuals17. Of course, we find control establishments that are poaching victims in another
year. That’s why we clean the control group by deleting all establishments that have been
classified as poaching victim in any other year. Hence, the control group contains only
establishment/ year cells from establishments never classified as poaching victims. Poaching
victims, raiding firms and control firms are mutually exclusive establishment groups during
our observation period.
According to our definition, around 4 per cent of training establishments are poaching
victims. This shows that poaching according to our strict definition does exist even in large
firms, but seems not to be widespread in our sample. We also find that more than three
quarters of poaching victims experience poaching only once during our observation period.
Characteristics of poaching firms: poaching victims vs. raiding firms
We proceed and compare poaching victims with raiding firms in order to analyse structural
differences between both groups. Afterwards, we investigate differences between poaching
victims and control firms.
Table 5 displays descriptive statistics and t-tests of poaching victims and raiding firms. We
find three main differences. First, raiding firms experience an employment growth of 5.5 per
cent within a year compared with an employment decline of 2 per cent of poaching victims.
Both groups employ a similar number of employees, however. Second, raiding firms train less
apprentices as a proportion of all employees (3.7 per cent) than poaching victims (9.8 per
cent). Nevertheless, 83 per cent of raiding firms train apprentices themselves. Third, both
firms have similar earnings level. This holds for the 25, 50, and 75 per cent earnings quartiles.
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Multivariate Probit regressions displayed in Table 6 accordingly show that poaching victims
experience an employment decline, train more, and pay less than raiders.
We proceed by investigating the development of these firm characteristics over time. Figure 1
illustrates the development of the number of employees (percentage change). The horizontal
axis displays the timing, starting three years before poaching until three years after poaching
which occurs at time zero18. It shows that raiding firms strongly grow by more than 15 per
cent until poaching occurs. On the contrary, employment in poaching victim firms slightly
declines during the same period. These findings are confirmed in regressions shown in
Appendix Table B5. Table B5 displays coefficients of being a poaching victim on firm size
and employment growth in OLS regressions controlling for further firm characteristics.
Raiding firms are smaller than poaching victims during the seven-year period but employment
growth significantly differs between both groups in the years before poaching and when
poaching happens.
Figure 2 illustrates the development of the proportion of apprentices on all employees for the
same period three years before and after poaching. Poaching victims train 2.5 times more
apprentices than raiding firms. This proportion slightly decreases after poaching but remains
higher for poaching victims than for raiding firms. Appendix Table B5 accordingly shows
regression coefficients of the poaching victim dummy on the proportion of apprentices on all
employees controlling for additional establishment characteristics. These regressions confirm
significant differences in the number of apprentices between poaching victims and raiding
firms over the entire observation period. Moreover, poaching does not change training
participation for poaching victims – less than four per cent of poaching victim firms quit
apprenticeship training in the three years after poaching. We also find no substantial reduction
in training efforts of raiders before or after the poaching event19.
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Characteristics of poaching firms: poaching victims vs. control group firms
We proceed with an analysis of the differences between poaching victims and control firms.
Table 5 shows descriptive statistics and t-tests. Poaching victims employ more people (1299
to 839), train a higher share of apprentices as a proportion of total employment (9.8 to 7.4 per
cent), and pay more (98 to 91 Euros a day at median) than control firms. Poaching victims
seem not to be weaker than control firms that are able to keep the apprentices they want.
Multivariate regressions that control for additional establishment characteristics confirm these
findings (Table 7). Marginal effects after Probit (Table 7, column 1) show that ten per cent
higher median earnings raise the poaching probability by around 0.5 percentage point.
Earnings growth of ten per cent decreases the poaching probability by 0.6 percentage points.
These numbers should be compared with the overall poaching probability of four per cent.
The ten percentage point increase in the average establishment earnings level accounts for
nearly 12.5 per cent of the total poaching probability. Furthermore, employing 1000 more
employees increase poaching probability by only 0.1 percentage points and an employment
reduction of ten per cent reduces poaching probability by 0.7 percentage points. Finally,
poaching victims employ significantly more apprentices, more females and fewer foreign
employees than control group firms.
We investigate more thoroughly, whether poaching victims are indeed not structurally weaker
than the control firms that are able to keep the apprentices they want. We use additional
survey information of the IAB Establishment panel merged for a sub-sample of 57 per cent of
establishment/ year observations. Firms in the sub-sample are similar to those in the entire
sample (Table 7, column 2). Additional variables from the establishment survey allow us to
investigate further establishment characteristics such as investments, industrial relations, and
exports that are commonly related to training. We find that more competitive firms with
higher investments per capita, a higher export-share and with a collective agreement are more
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likely to be poaching victims (Table 7, column 3). This result confirms that poaching victims
are generally not structurally weak firms. In addition, business expectations are similar
between poaching victims and control establishments - this suggests that firms expect that the
downturn is more likely to be of transitory nature. Our previous findings regarding salaries,
employment and training intensity do not change when we include the additional covariates.
Finally, we consider endogeneity concerns and extend the model in column 1 of Table 7. We
account for time-invariant variables that could simultaneously affect poaching and
employment reduction, such as leadership culture, management quality, incentive and reward
systems or general human resource management practices by estimating a Linear Probability
First Difference Model, with first differences between the year of poaching and the previous
year for all firms (see the first two columns of Table 8)20. If we take firm fixed-effects into
account, an employment reduction of ten per cent significantly increases the probability of
being a poaching victim by 0.43 percentage points. This explains around eleven per cent of
the overall probability of being a poaching victim. Earnings differences are no longer
significant. Our main results are robust to the inclusion of firm fixed-effects.
Our findings also hold if we only analyse firms that train blue-collar manufacturing
apprentices21 (Table B6 for descriptive statistics and columns 3 and 4 in Table 8). In the subsample of blue-collar apprentices, an employment decrease has an even stronger impact on
poaching. All other variables remain insignificant.

Firms’ response to poaching
In most theoretical models, poaching is not systematic and training firms do not change their
training behaviour. In principle, poaching victims have three possible responses to poaching:
reduce training expenses, improve retention of apprenticeship completers by increasing
skilled entry payments and/or reduce the number of training places. As we have no
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establishment-level data on training expenses, our empirical analysis concentrates on the
second and third point.
We analyse differences between poaching victims and control firms using the following
timing approach: firms suffer poaching or fulfil criteria as a control firm in period 0 and can
react in periods 1, 2 and 3. We apply fixed-effect models because we are interested in
reactions or changes in behaviour of poaching victims controlling for time-invariant factors
such as leadership culture and HR policies.
Table 9 presents a fixed-effects model explaining the share of newly hired apprentices
including the number of years passed since poaching. The first two columns show estimates
for all firms, and the third and fourth column show estimates for firms that train apprentices in
blue-collar manufacturing occupations. Columns 2 and 4 include additional establishment
characteristics usually associated with firms’ training decisions. Table 9 shows that poaching
victims do not adjust the numbers of training places in the year after poaching has taken place.
Since poaching occurs in spring or summer after the legally fixed termination of
apprenticeships and many firms decide about new intakes up to one year in advance, an
immediate reaction is unlikely. Poaching victims however do not reduce the share of training
places on all employees in the second and third year after poaching.
The employment reaction to poaching differs somewhat for firms that train apprentices in
blue-collar manufacturing occupations. The share of new apprentice intakes is unchanged in
the first year after poaching, it decreases by 0.3 percentage points in the second and by 0.7
percentage points in the third year. The number of training positions shrinks to a level similar
to control firms in the third year after the poaching incidence. The reduction therefore seems
to be a sign of a “normalisation” of poaching victims´ training behaviour rather than a change
in training strategy.
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Poaching victims could also increase earnings for apprenticeship completers in their first
skilled job as a counter strategy against raid attempts by outside firms. Columns 1 and 2 of
Table 10 present fixed-effects earnings regressions up to three years after poaching compared
with control firms again for parsimonious and richer specifications. Columns 3 and 4 repeat
these regressions for firms with blue-collar manufacturing apprentices. Poaching victims do
not adjust entry earnings of apprenticeship completers in response to poaching. We also find
no differences between occupation groups. These results also suggest that poaching victims
perceive poaching as a transitory event.
Robustness checks
We choose rather strong poaching conditions in order to analyse if poaching happens but we
run some robustness checks with regard to these definitions. First, we relax the poaching
conditions. In particular, the first poaching condition identifies all movers who earn more than
the best-paid stayer in the cell. This condition may indeed be too restrictive if a training firm
may also like to keep the second- or third-highest paid apprentice. Hence, we relax the first
poaching condition and set the earnings threshold to more than the median in the cell. Around
50 per cent more apprenticeship completers who change the employer immediately after
training meet the weaker condition. The recalculation leads to 5.1 per cent of firms being
classified as poaching victims. Second, if we relax the second poaching condition and set the
entry wage threshold to more than the median in the cell of the staying apprenticeship
completers, we also obtain a share of 5.1 per cent poaching victims. Poaching victims, raiding
firms and control firms that meet the relaxed conditions still have comparable characteristics
to firms that meet the stronger conditions. Moreover, the results on determinants of, and
responses to, poaching remain robust. We also test a more restrictive second poaching
condition and require a five per cent pay mark-up in the outside firm in comparison to the
highest paid stayer. This robustness check reduces the share of poaching victims to 2.6 per
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cent but the key results still hold. We also test propensity score matching instead of regression
based approaches and found qualitatively the same results. Finally, we test whether our results
hold for a more restrictive classification of occupations. We run an analysis with the more
precise 3-digit occupational classification. As a general rule, blue-collar manufacturing and
service occupations with the same 2-digit but different 3-digit occupation codes are usually
specialisations in a similar occupation22. Different occupational specialisations could be seen
as substitutes. A 3-digit code is, therefore, less appropriate for our kind of analysis23.
However, using a 3-digit code does not change our main results.

Consequences for the German apprenticeship training system
Our results show a modest incidence of poaching in a sample of relatively large
apprenticeship training firms. We argue that labour market frictions are the prime explanation
for poaching. Labour market frictions arise because apprenticeships usually last three or three
and a half years. Poaching victims and raiding firms might be unexpectedly hit by a transitory
labour demand shock long after the decision to train was made. Such a shock is less likely to
have serious consequences for long-term training programmes (Brunello 2009). This section
discusses our main arguments for the transitory nature of poaching and the consequences of
our results for our understanding of the German apprenticeship training system.
First, poaching victims are mainly firms in a temporary downturn. Poaching victims might
have been too optimistic about their skilled labour demand at the time apprentices were hired.
Therefore, poached apprenticeship completers would have been retained without the
employment reduction. This interpretation fits to our first poaching condition that poaching
victims keep apprenticeship completers but are not able to retain the completers they paid the
highest salary of a training cohort. This happens only during the downturn and not in earlier
or later years. Moreover, the business expectations of poaching victims and control firms are
similar and therefore the downturn seems to be transitory.
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Second, raiding firms face a temporarily higher demand for skilled employees because they
experienced a strong employment growth before poaching. They might have been too
pessimistic about their skilled labour demand when apprentices were hired. Thus, they may be
forced to outbid wages for apprenticeship completers in order to fill the gap. This
interpretation of our results is supported by the fact that raiding firms usually rely on their
own apprentices because most raiders also regularly train apprentices. In addition, we cannot
detect raiding in more than two consecutive years. This means that we have no indications of
a systematic raiding strategy.
Third, poaching victims are relatively large firms that train more apprentices and pay more
than comparable firms that manage to keep their best apprentices. Even if this result seems to
be counter-intuitive at first sight, it supports the hypothesis of the transitory nature of
poaching. As high-paying training firms usually attract school-leavers from the upper end of
the ability distribution, they are generally considered to be high-quality training firms in
“normal” times (Soskice 1994; Smits 2006)24. Their apprenticeship completers might be seen
as a worthwhile poaching prey. Outside firms may only dare to poach, or might only be
successful and able to poach, if a high-quality training firm shows temporary signs of
vulnerability such as downsizing which is visible for outside firms. Outside firms might
exploit the current weakness of poaching victims and be willing to pay well for highly
productive apprenticeship completers from these firms.
Fourth, we cannot detect any substantial long-term consequences of poaching. Poaching
victims neither reduce the proportion of apprentice intakes nor the salaries of apprenticeship
completers in the first job. They are also able to prevent poaching in subsequent years. Hence,
they do not perceive poaching as a systematic threat.
The interpretation of our results as a transitory rather than a permanent event is in line with
most theoretical models that allow a small but not systematic incidence of poaching (Stevens
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1996, 2001; Acemoglu and Pischke 1998, 1999a, 1999b; Booth and Zoega 2004; Leuven
2005). However, our finding is against the argument that firms with better technology, higher
market power or management quality can systematically exploit their advantage and entice
high quality trainees from weaker firms (Lazear 1986; Cahuc et al. 1990)25. Our interpretation
extends the argument that strong employer coordination do not only reduce the poaching
threat (Soskice 1994; Culpepper 1999; Busemeyer 2009) but it also allows reallocating
apprenticeship completers across training firms with a temporarily higher or lower demand.
These insights are important because they solve a much-cited puzzle – how is it possible that
a high training equilibrium with investment in apprenticeship training is not put into question
by poaching? Our answer is that poaching occurs only sporadically and poaching victims are
not structurally weak firms but high-quality training firms in a temporary economic downturn.
Raiding firms instead usually also train but increase their workforce before the raiding event.
Therefore, the overall importance of poaching on expected returns to apprenticeship training
and firms’ training decisions seems to be negligible.

Conclusions
We present a novel approach to detect poaching and show the existence of poaching after
apprenticeship training. The extent of poaching is modest in our sample and poaching is more
likely to be a transitory event instead of a systematic threat. Poaching victims are not
structurally weak firms but relatively high-quality training firms in a temporary economic
downturn.
We leave a number of relevant questions for future research. A potential shortcoming is that
our poaching conditions restrict the analysis to rather large training firms, more specifically
firms that train at least two apprentices per occupation and cohort. Large firms are usually
considered to be less exposed to poaching than small firms. Strategies of small firms for
handling the poaching threat may differ. However, one key contribution of our paper is that
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we can identify poaching even in large firms. We further find that poaching victims train three
times more apprentices than raiding firms. Unfortunately, we cannot explain the difference in
training efforts with the data at hand.
We also only account for short-term financial motives of apprentices and exclude for example
long-term career incentives in outside firms or dissatisfaction incurred during the
apprenticeship as additional poaching triggers. We finally want to note that our analysis
identifies the ex-post realisation of but cannot say anything about non-participation in training
because of ex-ante fears of poaching. We are therefore careful and interpret our results as
characteristics and consequences of ex-post experiences of poaching. However, we can
assume that training firms adapt their ex-ante expectations about poaching by observing
poaching ex-post. Analysing determinants and consequences of poaching ex-post gives an
insight on realised poaching and, therefore, an information basis for expectations.
Our results can be transferred to other situations or countries in which training contents are
visible and transferable and apprentices and firms cover substantial costs of training. For
example in countries with dual apprenticeship training, nationally recognised curricula
guarantee the visibility of skills and skills are certified by independent institutions. Contents
are also visible and transferable in other types of training or lifelong learning in which
companies invest in skills development and in which an external institution guarantees a
standardised curriculum and a recognised certificate. In these cases, wage compression
(Leuven 2005) and/ or employer coordination (Trampusch and Eichenberger 2012) may
support employer investments in further training activities. Examples of these types of
training are vocational or professional upgrading training, recognised training courses at
chartered institutes, recognised IT or language training certificates, tuition reimbursement
schemes for graduate courses or academic grades, or training in leadership skills such as an
MBA (Autor, 2001; Cappelli 2004; Benson et al. 2004; Pattie et al. 2006; Manchester 2012;
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Benson 2013). Our results are relevant for these types of training in which trainees and firms
jointly invest in skills. The measurement strategy chosen in this paper can be applied to such
cases.
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Table 1: Earnings dispersion of apprenticeship completers at the end of the apprenticeship
within establishment/ occupation /year cells.
Standard deviation

1.99

Mean

28.18

Minimum

25.61

Maximum

31.43

Daily earnings in Euros. Sample restrictions: at least two (one moving and one staying) apprenticeship
completers in each establishment/occupation/year cell. N = 34,297. Source: own calculations of the LIAB
longitudinal version 2 1999-2003.

Table 2: Proportion of immediate movers after apprenticeship completion who fulfil the first
poaching condition “interest to keep”.
Occupation

Proportion

Blue-collar manufacturing

0.459

White-collar

0.290

Total

0.391

Immediate movers who earn more than staying apprenticeship completer within an occupation/ establishment/
completion year cell at the end of the apprenticeship as a proportion of all immediate movers. Sample
restrictions: at least two (one moving and one staying) apprenticeship completers in each occupation/
establishment/ completion year cell. N = 2424. The immediate mover finds his or her new job in the training
occupation within 10 days after apprenticeship termination. Source: own calculations on the basis of the LIAB
longitudinal version 2 1999-2003.

Table 3: Proportion of immediately moving apprenticeship completers who fulfil the second
poaching condition “earnings mark-up”.
Occupation

Proportion

Blue-collar manufacturing

0.421

White-collar

0.248

Total

0.321

Immediate movers who earn more than staying apprenticeship completer within an occupation/ establishment/
completion year cell in their first full-time employment spell as a proportion of all immediate movers. Sample
restrictions: at least two (one moving and one staying) apprenticeship completers in each occupation/
establishment/ completion year cell. N = 2424. The immediate mover finds his or her new job in the training
occupation within 10 days after apprenticeship termination. Source: own calculations on the basis of the LIAB
longitudinal version 2 1999 2003.
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Table 4: Proportion of immediately moving apprenticeship completers who fulfil both
poaching conditions.
Occupation group

Proportion

Blue-collar manufacturing

0.214

White-collar

0.112

Total

0.155

Immediate movers who earn more than staying apprenticeship completers within an occupation/ establishment/
completion year cell at the end of the apprenticeship and in the first full-time employment as a proportion of all
immediate movers. Sample restrictions: at least two (one moving and one staying) apprenticeship completers in
each occupation/ establishment/ completion year cell. N = 2424. The immediate mover finds his or her new job
in the training occupation within 10 days after apprenticeship termination. Source: own calculations on the basis
of the LIAB longitudinal version 2 1999 2003.
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Table 5: Descriptive characteristics of poaching victims, raiding firms, and control group
establishments.

First quartile earnings for skilled workers
(daily earnings)
Median earnings for skilled employees
(daily earnings)
Third quartile earnings for skilled
employees (daily earnings)
Number of employees
Employee growth to previous year
in per cent
Churning of skilled employees
Share of apprentices
Share of female employees
Share of foreign employees
Share of part-time employees
Share of skilled employees
Share of high-skilled employees
Number of observations
Number of establishments

Poaching
victim

Raiding firm

Control group

85.58
(16.43)
98.03
(19.81)
113.92
(24.34)
1,299
(2026)
-0.020
(0.12)
0.279
(0.25)
0.098
(0.08)
0.486
(0.28)
0.045
(0.06)
0.141
(0.13)
0.704
(0.12)
0.114
(0.09)
202
168

87.14
(15.99)
100.65
(18.17)
117.33
(23.67)
1,233
(3349)
0.055***
(0.14)
0.266
(0.25)
0.037***
(0.05)
0.468
(0.29)
0.056*
(0.06)
0.131
(0.12)
0.731*
(0.16)
0.115
(0.11)
228
204

81.00***
(17.79)
91.12***
(21.32)
107.95***
(26.63)
839***
(2118)
0.004***
(0.13)
0.328***
(0.26)
0.074***
(0.06)
0.339***
(0.25)
0.057**
(0.08)
0.086***
(0.12)
0.710
(0.15)
0.090***
(0.10)
4840
2189

Mean, standard deviation in parenthesis; observation refers to establishment/ year observations, identification of
groups based on the LIAB longitudinal version 2, mean test of differences between poaching victims and the
respective group significant on the * 10%, ** 5% and *** 1% level, Source: EHP 1999-2003.
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Table 6: Characteristics of poaching victims in comparison to raiding firms.
(1)
(2)
First quartile earnings for skilled
-0.013 [-0.005]
employees
(2.08)
Median earnings for skilled employees
-0.011 [-0.004]
(2.06)
Third quartile earnings for skilled
employees
Earnings growth to previous year
1.912 [0.762] 1.875 [0.747]
(1.38)
(1.28)
Number of employees/1,000
0.044 [0.017] 0.043 [0.017]
(1.58)
(1.50)
Employee growth to previous year
-3.297 [-1.314] -3.292 [-1.312]
(4.90)
(4.93)
Churning of skilled employees
-0.069 [-0.027] -0.054 [-0.022]
(0.21)
(0.17)
Share of apprentices
13.75 [5.481] 13.58 [5.413]
(6.58)
(6.48)
Share of female employees
-0.114 [-0.045] -0.001 [-0.001]
(0.22)
(0.00)
Share of foreign employees
-2.326 [-0.926] -2.321 [-0.925]
(1.60)
(1.59)
Share of part-time employees
0.879 [0.358] 0.827 [0.329]
(1.03)
(0.97)
Share of skilled employees
-0.449 [-0.179] -0.493 [-0.196]
(0.68)
(0.75)
Share of high-skilled employees
0.389 [0.155] 0.320 [0.127]
(0.34)
(0.28)
Sector and year dummies
Yes
Yes
Number of observations*
430
430
Number of establishments
372
372
Pseudo R square
0.28
0.28

(3)

-0.007 [-0.003]
(1.81)
1.508 [0.601]
(1.00)
0.038 [0.015]
(1.37)
-3.297 [-1.314]
(4.92)
-0.052 [-0.021]
(0.16)
13.61 [5.423]
(6.46)
0.096 [0.038]
(0.19)
-2.295 [-0.914]
(1.57)
0.798 [0.318]
(0.93)
-0.615 [0.245]
(0.92)
0.162 [0.065]
(0.15)
Yes
430
372
0.28

Probit regression, coefficients and marginal effects calculated at the mean in brackets; Dependent variable:
firm was poaching victim (1) and raiding firm (0); standard errors clustered on establishment, z-values in
parenthesis. Identification of groups based on the LIAB longitudinal version 2, * includes 202 poaching
victims and 228 raiding firms; source: EHP 1999-2003.
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Table 7: Characteristics of poaching victims in comparison to control firms.
(1)
(2)
Median earnings for skilled
0.008 [0.0004] 0.015 [0.0005]
employees
(3.11)
(4.78)
Earnings growth to previous year
-0.950 [-0.058] -1.435 [-0.051]
(1.32)
(1.38)
Number of employees/1,000
0.003 [0.001]
0.111 [0.004]
(1.89)
(3.07)
Employee growth to previous year
-1.211 [-0.074] -1.467 [-0.052]
(2.89)
(2.09)
Churning of skilled employees
-0.262 [-0.016] -0.394 [-0.014]
(1.62)
(1.58)
Share of apprentices
3.809 [0.234]
5.594 [0.200]
(6.03)
(5.24)
Share of female employees
0.422 [0.026]
1.190 [0.043]
(1.49)
(2.82)
Share of foreign employees
-0.280 [-0.017] -1.663 [0.059]
(0.44)
(1.54)
Share of part-time employees
0.928 [0.057] -0.166 [0.006]
(0.25)
(1.88)
Share of skilled employees
-0.037 [0.002] 0.083 [0.003]
(0.12)
(0.19)
Share of high-skilled employees
0.682 [0.042]
1.098 [0.039]
(1.63)
(1.63)
Positive business expectations
Ln(investments)
Export share on sales
Works council
Collective agreement
Sector and year dummies
Number of observations*
Number of establishments
Pseudo R2

Yes
5042
2357
0.12

Yes
2880
1263
0.19

(3)
0.012 [0.0003]
(3.82)
-1.576 [-0.045]
(1.38)
0.072 [0.0002]
(1.94)
-1.512 [0.043]
(1.96)
-0.344 [-0.009]
(1.33)
7.006 [0.202]
(5.14)
1.412 [0.041]
(3.24)
-2.166 [-0.062]
(2.05)
0.260 [0.007]
(0.38)
-0.181 [-0.005]
(0.39)
0.311 [0.009]
(0.43)
0.045 [0.001]
(0.41)
0.105 [0.003]
(2.23)
0.005 [0.001]
(1.79)
0.019 [0.001]
(0.07)
0.484 [0.010]
(1.86)
Yes
2880
1263
0.23

Probit estimation, dependent variable: 1 if firm was poaching victim, 0 if control group. Marginal effects
calculated at the mean in brackets; Standard errors clustered on establishment, z-values in parenthesis.
Identification based on the LIAB longitudinal version 2, * includes 202 poaching victims and 4840 control firms;
source: EHP and IAB Establishment Panel 1999-2003.
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Table 8: Determinants of poaching: poaching victims in comparison to control group.
Firms with blue-collar
All firms
apprentices
-0.034
-0.043
-0.076
-0.077
Log(number of employees)
(2.33)
(2.81)
(3.66)
(3.63)
Median earnings for skilled
-0.152
-0.232
-0.087
-0.207
employees/1,000
(0.29)
(0.43)
(0.13)
(0.30)
-0.024
-0.009
Churning of skilled employees
(3.20)
(0.95)
-0.066
0.122
Share of apprentices
(0.74)
(0.89)
0.064
0.317
Share of female employees
(0.72)
(2.28)
0.160
-0.063
Share of foreign employees
(1.06)
(0.34)
-0.113
0.076
Share of part-time employees
(1.50)
(0.56)
-0.064
-0.114
Share of skilled employees
(0.96)
(1.11)
-0.024
0.008
Share of high-skilled employees
(0.16)
(0.04)
Year Dummies

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Number of observations

7800

7800

3275

3275

Number of establishments

2357

2357

973

973

within R²

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

Prob (u_i ==0)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Linear probability first difference regressions, dependent variable: 1 poaching victim, 0 control group. Sample
restriction: all firms of control group and poaching victims if they have not suffered poaching in the previous
year, standard errors clustered on establishment, t-values in parenthesis. Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2
1999-2003.
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Table 9: Victims’ responses to poaching: the share of newly hired apprentices.
All firms
Poaching victim (t+1)
Poaching victim (t+2)
Poaching victim (t+3)

0.0004
(0.44)
-0.001
(1.07)
-0.001
(1.00)

Ln(number of employees)
Churning of skilled
employees
Share of female employees
Share of foreign employees
Share of part-time
employees
Share of skilled employees
Share of high-skilled
employees
Year dummies
Number of observation
Number of establishments*
Within R²
Prob (u_i ==0)

Yes
10,087
2334
0.003
0.00

0.0003
(0.38)
-0.001
(1.13)
-0.001
(1.04)
0.001
(2.36)
0.0001
(2.80)
0.002
(0.50)
0.011
(0.89)
0.001
(0.13)
0.012
(2.80)
0.022
(2.56)
Yes
10,087
2334
0,01
0.00

Firms with blue-collar
apprentices
-0.002
-0.002
(1.70)
(1.56)
-0.004
-0.003
(1.95)
(1.71)
-0.007
-0.007
(2.28)
(2.04)
0.001
(2.51)
-0.002
(3.43)
0.019
(2.10)
0.024
(2.05)
-0.001
(0.06)
0.021
(2.42)
0.009
(0.61)
Yes
Yes
4089
4089
948
948
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00

Fixed effects regressions, dependent variable: share of newly recruited apprentices on all employees. Sample
restriction: all firms of control group and poaching victims if no poaching occurs in the following years, standard
errors clustered on establishment, t-values in parenthesis. * no data available for the 23 missing establishments,
Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2 1999-2003.
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Table 10: Victims’ responses to poaching: earnings of apprenticeship completers in their first
job.
All firms
Poaching victim (t+1)
Poaching victim (t+2)
Poaching victim (t+3)

-0.388
(0.48)
0.458
(0.45)
-0.952
(0.72)

Ln(number of employees)
Churning of skilled
employees
Share of female employees
Share of foreign employees
Share of part-time
employees
Share of skilled employees
Share of high-skilled
employees
Year Dummies
Number of observation
Number of establishments*
Within R²
Prob (u_i =0)

7757
2334
0.01
0.00

-0.339
(0.42)
0.491
(0.48)
-0.945
(0.71)
1.214
(1.54)
0.116
(0.26)
-2.51
(0.45)
-0.895
(0.11)
-7.733
(1.68)
-1.259
(0.29)
-2.319
(0.23)
Yes
7757
2334
0.02
0.00

Firms with blue-collar
apprentices
0.612
0.561
(0.51)
(0.45)
1.028
-0.856
(0.80)
(0.64)
1.223
0.987
(0.63)
(0.50)
0.824
(1.05)
-0.357
(0.59)
-5.360
(0.65)
-8.445
(0.77)
-0.207
(0.03)
2.067
(0.35)
-9.61
(0.63)
Yes
3358
3358
948
948
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.00

Fixed effects regressions, dependent variable: log earnings deviation of newly recruited apprentices to
occupation median. Sample restriction: all firms of control group and poaching victims if their observation in the
following years was not poaching again, standard errors clustered on establishment, t-values in parenthesis. * no
data available for the 23 missing establishments, Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2 1999-2003.
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Figure 1: Percentage change in firm size before and after poaching incidence (period 0).
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N = 92 poaching victims and N = 81 raiding firms, only one-time raiding firms and one-time poaching victims.
Identification of poaching based on the longitudinal version 2 of the LIAB, source: EHP 1999-2003

Figure 2: Development of the proportion of apprentices on all employees before and after
poaching incidence (period 0).
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N = 92 poaching victims and N = 81 raiding firms, only firms that poach only once or were only one-time
poaching victims. Identification of poaching based on the longitudinal version 2 of the LIAB, source: EHB
1999-2003.
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Appendix A
Validation for the interpretation of relative earnings differences as measure for “interest
to keep” within an establishment/ occupation/ cohort cell
First, we discuss why firms might differentiate earnings between apprentices, despite the fact
that earnings are determined by collective bargaining or other rules that prohibit undercutting
certain earnings levels. Our argument is that training firms use the private information on
relative productivity differences between their apprentices by voluntarily sharing a part of the
additional rent created by more able apprentices (Farber and Gibbons 1986). Firms nudge
apprentices with additional payments and apprentices reciprocate and feel more obliged to
stay. They are more loyal according to gift exchange considerations (Akerlof 1984). This
could give training enterprises a head start after the end of the apprenticeship period.
We present a couple of additional justifications for our assumption that the relative earnings
rank in an establishment/ occupation/ cohort cell is a predictor for the relative “interest to
keep” an apprentice. The basic argument is revealed preferences – we interpret a high
earnings position in a cell as a voluntary payment that only has returns for the training firm if
the apprentice stays. Empirically, we can first confirm that the relative earnings in a cell are
positively correlated with the probability of staying with the training firm (see Table A1).
Second, the earnings rank predicts first full-time earnings of stayers (Table A2). Third, a
Spearman Rank Correlation Test shows that the earnings rank remains stable between the end
of the apprenticeship and the first full-time employment of stayers within a cell (Table A3).
When skilled entry earnings reflect the market value (productivity) of an employee, we can
conclude that our measure reflects productivity differences of apprentices at the end of the
apprenticeship period when training firms know the relative productivity of their apprentices.
Fourth, Mohrenweiser et al. (2017) show that the pay variation within a cell at the end of
apprenticeship is correlated with grades in the final apprenticeship examinations. Training
firms are able to keep those apprentices with relatively better grades and higher earnings
within a cell on average, a precondition for adverse selection on labour markets (Acemoglu
and Pischke 1998).
Finally, higher earnings during apprenticeship training might compensate exogenous (and
frequently unobservable) negative utility encountered by apprentices in training firms that
could induce them to quit (Acemoglu and Pischke 1998; Dustmann and Schönberg 2012;
Kahn, 2013). Supporting evidence for this hypothesis is that earnings differences strongly
increase absolutely and relatively just before apprenticeship termination (Figure A1 and
Mohrenweiser and Zwick 2013 for a more detailed discussion).
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The relative earnings during apprenticeship are very unlikely to be influenced by counter
offers from external firms. Apprentices have labour contracts for a fixed period. The contracts
automatically end at the day after the final exam, a day set by independent institutions
(chambers). In addition, during the apprenticeship it is very costly for an apprentice to move
to another employer without losing valuable time to finish the apprenticeship. Hardly any
apprentice changes the employer closely before the end of the apprenticeship. Thus, it is
unlikely that earnings differences at the end of the apprenticeship may have been occurred
because of raiding attempts during apprenticeship.
We can interpret the earnings differences within a cell as relative individual productivity
differences because apprentices’ within a cell learn the same skills and the Vocational
Training Act determines tasks that apprentices should perform and learn during each stage of
apprenticeship. Therefore, two apprentices in the same occupation do not get different
earnings because they perform different tasks1. Moreover, apprenticeship completers in the
same training occupation in one firm are practically identical in terms of observable variables
such as age, education, start of apprenticeship and prior working experience. Furthermore,
relative earnings within cells filter out additional group payments frequently implemented on
the establishment level and instead capture only the individual differences between
apprentices in homogeneous cells. Group payments for all apprentices within a cell do not add
variation that is required to calculate the difference between the individual earnings within a
cell.

1

The earnings definition in the LIAB data entails full-time earnings for apprentices. A fraction of apprentices
might receive additional earnings or work extra hours. Overtime, weekend or shift work payment might partly
account for the wage differences between apprentices at the end of the apprenticeship. However, overtime
payment is more likely paid for more productive apprentices. The imprecision in the earnings measure therefore
does not invalidate our interpretation.
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Table A1: Probability of staying with the training firm.
Coef. (z-Value)
Bonus at the end of apprenticeship

0.004 (3.40)

Age

-0.009 (0.20)

Age squared

-0.001 (0.99)

Male

-0.019 (2.14)

Foreigner

0.013 (0.75)

Higher secondary diploma

0.004 (0.23)

Occupation and year dummies
Observations
Pseudo R2

Yes
34,297
0.06

OLS estimation; dependent variable: 1 apprentice stays in the training firm, 0 otherwise, Standard errors
clustered on establishment, t-values in parenthesis. Sample restriction: only firms with at least one staying and
two apprenticeship completers, Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2 1999-2003.

Table A2: Earnings deviation from establishment/occupation/completion year mean in the
first full-time employment for staying apprenticeship completers.
Coef. (t-Value)
Bonus at the end of apprenticeship

0.001 (2.05)

Age

-0.006 (2.31)

Age squared

0.001 (3.43)

Male

0.032 (4.48)

Foreigner

0.0152 (4.46)

Higher secondary diploma

-0.019 (3.04)

Establishment Fixed Effects

Yes

Observations

27,385

Adjusted R2

0.74

OLS regression; dependent variable: earnings in the first full-time employment. Standard errors clustered on
establishment, t-values in parenthesis. Sample restriction: staying apprenticeship completers in firms with at least
two apprenticeship completers, Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2 1999-2003.
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Table A3: The stability of stayer wages before and after the end of the apprenticeship period.
Spearman Rank Correlation
Coefficients Test

Spearman’s Rho

0.3516

p-value

0.0000

Kendall’s Rank Correlation
Coefficients Test

Kendall’s tau-a

0.2408

Kendall’s tau-b

0.2409

z-value

0.0000

Comparison between the earnings rank at the end of the apprenticeship and the first full-time employment after
the apprenticeship of stayers in the same occupation. Number of observations: 27,386, all stayers in
establishments with at least two apprenticeship completers. Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2, 1999-2003.

Table A4: Firms with additional payments for apprentices (BiBB survey 2012/13)
percentage of training firms
additional payments

45.7

additional bonus payments

15.7

N = 1090 apprenticeship training firms with at least two apprentices per cell. We are grateful to Gudrun
Schoenfeld and Harald Pfeifer for providing us with this information, source: BiBB cost/benefit survey 2012/13.

Figure A1: Development of earnings variance of apprentices within an
occupation/establishment/cohort cell.
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Figure from Mohrenweiser and Zwick (2013), based on the same sample N = 6494 cells; each cell contains at
least three apprentices learning in the same establishment, occupation and completion year. The data source
contains annual earnings (y axis = average daily earnings). Therefore, x-axis year 1 means the time period from
start of apprenticeship (usually in August or September) till the end of the calendar year, the following periods
are the respective following calendar years, the last period is earnings between January and June or July (3-year
apprenticeships). Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2, 1999-2006.
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Appendix B: Supplementary material
Table B1: Sample restrictions
Step

Individuals Cells

1

Apprentices with duration of apprenticeship
between 700 and 1500 days
End of apprenticeship in spring/ summer
Start of apprenticeship around September
No missing values in controls
Stable establishment identifier (drop first/ last
percentile in the distribution of firm size growth)

86,618

41,184 30,671

2

Earnings within social security contribution area
For apprenticeship earnings: between 50 and 200
per cent of occupational mean per year

74,400

36,612 27,299

3

At least two apprenticeship completers per cell

48,067

10,279 6,696

4

Drop cells with movers only

42,529

8,555

5,522

5

Drop establishments that belong to the same
company (more than 10 per cent of all out- or
inflowing employees switch between a poaching
victim and the respective raiding firm)
Drop control cells in establishments that
experience poaching

34,297

7,480

5,042

Establishment/
year obs.

Note: 34,297 completers are the basis of our analysis; compare Table B2, with 2424 immediate moving
apprentices (same occupation) who are the basis of the calculation of poaching in Tables 2-4. Basis of the
estimation on the establishment-level (compare Table 5 and 7, victims and control establishments) are the 5,042
establishment/ year observations. Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2, 1999-2003.

Table B2: establishment-level statistics for each preparation step
Observations
(firm/ year)

Number of
employees

Share of skilled
employees

1

Initial sample

30,671

405 (1,476)

0.67 (0.19)

2

Earnings purge

22,7299

435 (1,549)

0.68 (0.18)

3

At least two apprentices
within cell

6,696

924 (2248)

0.71 (0.15)

4

Drop mover only cells

5,522

963 (2346)

0.71 (0.12)

5

Final sample

5,042

Note: mean displayed with standard deviation in parentheses; the descriptive statistics corresponds to the data
preparation steps described in the previous table. Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2, 1999-2003.
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Table B3: Descriptive comparisons between stayers and movers.
Total number

Daily earnings
at the end of the
apprenticeship
in Euro

Daily earnings
at the first
full-time
employment
in Euro

27,386

28.47

70.90

Mover within 10 days, same occupation

2424

28.67

68.07

Mover within 10 days, occupational switcher

1182

26.43

54.14

Mover with unemployment spell of more
than 10 days, same occupation

1267

26.84

67.46

Mover with unemployment spell of more
than 10 days, occupational switcher

1716

25.38

48.03

Out of labour force during observation period

322

26.59

---

Stayer

Sample restrictions: at least two apprenticeship completers with one staying apprenticeship completer in each
establishment/occupation/year cell. N = 34.297, Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2, 1999-2003.

Table B4: Percentile distribution of the earnings standard deviation on the cell-level
p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

0

0.127

0.616

1.802

4.364

N = 7.480 cell/ year observations, Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2 1999-2003.
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Table B5: Differences in employment growth, number of employees and share of new
training positions between raiding firms and poaching victims before and after
poaching incidence (period t).

Employment growth

Number of employees

Share of apprenticeship positions

Time

Coef.

T-value

Coef.

T-value

Coef.

t-Value

t-3

0.015

0.90

0.596

2.82

0.044

4.89

t-2

-0.031

1.61

0.502

2.50

0.045

5.02

t-1

-0.021

1.26

0.484

2.50

0.044

5.02

t

-0.044

2.63

0.664

3.26

0.043

4.45

t+1

-0.023

1.61

0.488

2.51

0.044

4.51

t+2

0.010

0.74

0.457

2.41

0.043

4.47

t+3

-0.017

1.13

0.417

2.21

0.039

4.08

Dependent variable: firm was poaching victim (1) or raiding firm (0); OLS Regressions, N = 163 , further
control variables: number of employees, employment growth, churning of skilled employees, proportion of
female, foreign and part-time employees, proportion of skilled and high-skilled employees , t-values in
parenthesis. Source: LIAB longitudinal version 2 1999-2003.
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Table B6: Descriptive differences between poaching victims and control firms that train
apprentices in blue-collar manufacturing occupations.

Number of employees
Employee growth to previous year
in per cent
First quartile earnings for skilled
employees
(daily earnings)
Median earnings for skilled employees
(daily earnings)
Third quartile earnings for skilled
employees
(daily earnings)
Churning of skilled employees
Share of apprentices
Share of female employees
Share of foreign employees
Share of part-time employees
Share of skilled employees
Share of high-skilled employees
Number of observations

Poaching
victims

Control group

2002
(2999)
-0.052
(0.145)
95.48
(12.84)

861
(2170)
0.006
(0.130)
81.27
(17.70)

108.91
(17.21)
127.48
(22.25)

92.52
(21.20)
108.35
(26.51)

0.355
(0.274)
0.102
(0.098)
0.211
(0.123)
0.069
(0.069)
0.064
(0.086)
0.633
(0.126)
0.151
(0.097)
63

0.323
(0.255)
0.071
(0.057)
0.352
(0.259)
0.056
(0.078)
0.090
(0.117)
0.711
(0.153)
0.092
(0.104)
5207

Mean, standard deviations in parenthesis; identification based on the longitudinal version 2 of the LIAB, source:
EHP 1999-2003.

1

Becker (1993) observed that training can be classified into general training that is transferable and productivity
enhancing in other firms as well as specific training that only has a productivity effect in one firm. In a perfectly
competitive labour market in which workers are paid according to their marginal productivity, firms have no
incentive to invest in general training because workers can leave directly after the training period and reap all the
benefits of their acquired general skills.
2
Recent empirical evidence has shown wage variation in entry positions in German unionised firms even if the
wage variation is much smaller than in the US (Grund, 2005). Further evidence for wage variation for entry-level
jobs provides Pfeifer (2008) and for wage variation for apprenticeship completers in unionised firms provide
Gerlach and Stephan (2006), Dustmann and Schönberg (2009), and Fitzenberger et al. (2013).
3
These models require two conditions: firms earn profits on workers and these profits increase in skills
(Acemoglu and Pischke, 1999a; Leuven, 2005). Konings and Vanormelingen (2015) empirically show that both
conditions hold for general training in Belgium and Pfeifer (2016) shows that a more compressed wage structure
leads to more company-sponsored training.
4
A growing literature analyses the use of counter-offers. In Lazear (1986) for instance, the raiding firm is
successful when the firm-specific component of productivity is negative. Postel-Vinay and Robin (2004) show a
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“dual labour market” where some firms commit to an offer-matching policy and other firms commit to a policy
of never making counter-offers. Barron et al. (2006) analyse conditions for firms to use selective counter-offers.
5
Firms provide a relevant part of training in practical skills evident by net training costs (Schoenfeld et al., 2010)
while the vocational schools focus more on general skills such as theoretical knowledge, language and numeracy
skills.
6
The general nature of training contents during apprenticeship training can also be derived from low or nonexistent wage disadvantages of employer movers compared with stayers directly after apprenticeship training
(Göggel and Zwick 2012; Dustmann and Schönberg 2012).
7
More than two-thirds of apprentices are trained by establishments with collective bargaining and, additionally,
22% of apprentices work at establishments with wages oriented at collective bargaining (Schönfeld et al. 2010).
8
A wage is appropriate if it is not more than 20 per cent below the collective bargaining rate for apprentices
(Lakies and Nehls 2009).
9
Empirical studies have shown that these regulations do not really bite. In an overview on the effects of
retention clauses on retention rates, Bispinck et al. (2002) show that firms hardly changed their retention policy
after retention clauses became more than pure appeals. Firms instead used numerous loopholes these clauses left
– for example by offering skilled jobs in establishments far away, by offering unattractive jobs or by trusting that
a lower than legal retention rate does not lead to legal action by apprenticeship completers and unions.
10
Establishments without any staying apprentice usually want to substitute apprentices for unskilled workers
(Mohrenweiser and Backes-Gellner, 2010). This training motive is not considered here.
11
This procedure leads to an exclusion of 10.5 per cent of potential poaching victims.
12
For the sake of clean identification of poaching, we concentrate on job entrants after apprenticeship training.
We therefore exclude a vast area of poaching activities concentrating on experts whose transfer can serve as a
mechanism for the acquisition of externally developed knowledge (Song et al. 2003). We assume that learning
by hiring is only a minor reason for poaching skilled employees at the beginning of their careers.
13
Apprentices might voluntarily leave the training firm for a number of reasons. The poaching conditions
exclusively focus on pay-related issues. The literature has analysed additional reasons for individuals to leave a
firm, such as life events (Lee and Mitchell 1994) and several sources of job dissatisfaction (March and Simons
1958; Mobley 1977; Griffith et al. 2000).
14
The picture holds also for movers for whom the probability to misreport the day of transition between
apprenticeship and first skilled job is smaller.
15
In some cases, future expectations such as implicit wage contracts on seniority wages can also induce
apprenticeship graduates to switch to an outside firm although their entry wage is lower than the wage offered at
the training firm (Postel-Vinay and Robin 2004). In a similar manner, disutility during the training period can
lead to switching despite a higher wage offer of the training firm (Acemoglu and Pischke 1998). These two
effects are not included in our poaching definition, which is restricted to poaching via entry earnings. We
therefore might only capture a lower bound of poaching when in some cases apprenticeship completers are
attracted by non-monetary benefits or deferred earnings increases that might compensate the corresponding
offers by the training firm.
16
We observe 375 immediate movers (0.155*2,424, compare Table 4) who earn the highest salary in the cell but
have 7480 cells (see sample selection in Table B1). In other words, the best paid apprenticeship completer moves
in only 5 per cent of all cells. Hence, we do not have an automatism here that movers have to earn a higher salary
than stayers.
17
Even if we do not find any raiding firm with cells classified as poaching victim in any establishment/ year, we
cannot rule out that such combinations exist. Our finding might be a consequence of the fact that we cannot
analyse cells in raiding firms.
18
The figures display one-time victims only. As most two-time victims experience poaching in two consecutive
years, including those firms does not qualitatively change the results. The restriction to one-time victims explains
small differences in the number of observations between Figure 1 and Tables 5 and 6.
19
We can only observe the development of earnings measured at quartiles in the EHB. The quartiles show a
slight decrease in earnings for raiding firms over the seven-year period and an increase for poaching victims.
However, an analysis with the LIAB data for poaching victims shows that earnings increase because of
employee turnover. New recruits (laid-off workers) are more likely to be at the bottom (top) of the earnings
distribution and this appears to drive the finding on earnings quartiles. Following this argument, the earnings
decrease of raiding firms could be caused by hiring.
20
We use the entire sample because the following regressions also require information from the year before
poaching. This is too restrictive for the sub-sample with the merged IAB Establishment data. Moreover, we only
have observations from the consecutive year of some control firms. Therefore the number of observations
increases by less than two.
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21

We can only compare occupations between poaching victims and control firms but we do not have information
on the occupation-level for raiding firms.
22
This does not hold for crafts occupations. Our sample, however, consists of rather large firms that rarely train
apprentices in crafts occupations.
23
Wydra-Somaggio and Seibert (2010) show that their earnings estimations are robust regardless of whether
they use the 2-, 3- or 4-digit occupational code for apprentices.
24
School-leavers in poaching victim firms are more likely to be positively selected. Around 27.2 per cent of all
apprentices in poaching victim firms have the highest school-leaving certificate compared with 21.1 per cent in
control firms (t = 1.98).
25
Our results are also in line with observations in the US Job Openings and Labour Turnover Survey Studies
showing that most job-to-job movers switch to young, highly productive and fast- growing firms, not necessarily
large firms (Fort et al. 2013; Haltiwanger et al. 2017).

